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SINGLE PARTICLE POTENTIAL OF A� HYPERON IN NUCLEAR MATTERII. REARRANGEMENT EFFECTSJanusz D¡browskiTheoretial Division, Soªtan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived Marh 24, 2000)The rearrangement ontribution to the real part of the single parti-le potential of a � hyperon in nulear matter, U�, is investigated. Theisospin and spin dependent parts of U� are onsidered. Results obtainedfor four models of the Nijmegen baryon�baryon interation are presentedand disussed.PACS numbers: 21.80.+a 1. IntrodutionThe knowledge of the single partile (s.p.) potential U� of the � hy-peron in nulear matter is essential in the desription of the struture of� hypernulear states. This knowledge should inlude the isospin and spindependene of U� . Let us mention that the existene of the only observed� hypernulear bound state 4�He is stritly onneted with a strong isospindependent (Lane) part of U� [1, 2℄.A alulation of U� and its isospin and spin dependene was presented in[3℄ and [4℄ (hereafter referred as I). The alulation in [3℄ and I was performedin the simplest way, and did not inlude the so alled rearrangement e�ets.Beause of the importane of U� in the theory of � hypernulear states, wefeel that these rearrangement e�ets should be inluded in the alulationof U� . This is done in the present paper.Let us onsider a � hyperon moving in nulear matter omposed ofZ"(Z#) protons with spin up (down), and N"(N#) neutrons with spin up(down). As disussed in I, the s.p. potential of a �+ hyperon with spinup/down and momentum k� has the form (in the linear approximation inthe � parameters): (1853)



1854 J. D¡browskiU�("=#; �+; k�) = U0(k�)+ 12��U� (k�)� 14��U�(k�)� 12���U�� (k�); (1)where the proton or isospin exess parameter �� = (Z" +Z# �N"�N#)=A,the spin exess parameter �� = (Z"+N"�Z#�N#)=A, and the spin�isospinexess parameter ��� = (Z" + N# � Z# � N")=A. For the assumed hargeindependene of the baryon�baryon interation, the expression forU�("=#; ��; k�)di�ers from (1) only by the sign at the � and �� terms, whose oe�ientsbeome ��� and ���� . The expression forU�("=#; �0; k�)di�ers from (1) by the absene of the � and �� terms1.In our derivation of the expression for U�, we assume that the e�etive�N interation K and NN interation K in nulear matter are obtained byapplying the Bruekner theory.We de�ne the s.p. potential U�(k�) of a � hyperon (whose spin andharge is not indiated here) together with its kineti energy "�(k�) =~2k2�=2M� as the removal energy:"�(k�) + U�(k�) = E(A; 1�)�E(A); (2)where E(A; 1�) is the energy of the system of nulear matter plus the �hyperon, and E(A) is the energy of pure nulear matter.The s.p. potential U� onsists of two parts, the model potential V� andthe rearrangement potential V�R,U� = V� + V�R: (3)The s.p. model potential V� , represented by diagram (a) in Fig. 1, isintrodued in the Bruekner theory for the sole purpose of alulating thetotal energy of the system, and is not equal to the potential part of theremoval energy, U� . For illustration, let us onsider the ase of a � partilewith k� = 0, in whih U� is equal to the � separation energy. To separatethe partile from nulear matter, we �rst have to perform the work equal to�V� . However, the system of nulear matter left without the � partile hasthe possibility to rearrange itself to an energetially more favorable state,and while doing it releases the rearrangement energy V�R. Hene, the �separation energy �U� = �(V� + V�R). The leading ontribution to V�Ris represented by the diagram (b) in Fig. 1.1 Similarly as in I we onsider the ase of pure entral �N e�etive interation for whihthe possible dependene of U� and U�� on the diretion of k� does not appear.
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Fig. 1. Diagrams representing V� (a) and V�R (b). Single lines are nuleons, thedouble line denotes �.Our de�nition of U� is obviously the proper one for alulating the �binding (i.e., separation) energy in nulear matter. Also in alulating �sattering, i.e., states with positive s.p. energies, one should apply ourde�nition of U�. Namely, the sattering proess is determined by the hangeof the wave length of the partile in the sattering medium, whih in turn isdetermined by the hange in energy of the inoming partile when it entersthe satterer, i.e., by the removal energy.In the present paper, we alulate the rearrangement potential V�Rwhih has been disregarded in I. Whereas the expression for the hyperonrearrangement potential in isospin and spin saturated nulear matter is wellknown sine the early work of D¡browski and Köhler [5℄, the rearrangementontributions to the � , �, and �� omponents of U� are onsidered for the�rst time in the present paper.This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we start from the e�e-tive �N interation K and the e�etive NN interation K in nulear matter,and derive the expression for the rearrangement part of U� . In Setion 3,we disuss the results for U0, U� , U�, and U�� obtained with K alulatedin [6℄ for four models of the Nijmegen baryon�baryon interation. Similarlyas in I, we restrit ourselves to the real � potential.2. The rearrangement potentialDeomposition (3) applies to eah of the omponent of U�:U0 = V0 + V0R; (4)Ux = Vx + VxR; x = �; �; ��: (5)



1856 J. D¡browskiThe derivation of the expression for VxR (whih automatially leads tothe expression for V0R) is similar in the three ases of x = � , x = �, andx = �� . We shall present the derivation only in the ase of x = � , and inthe remaining ases of x = �, and x = �� , we shall only present the results.While alulating U� , we put �� = ��� = 0. Nulear matter beomesthen a two-omponent system with Z protons and N neutrons with theorresponding Fermi momenta �� and �� . Eq. (1) takes now the simplerform: U�(�� ; �+; k�) = U0(k�) + 12��U� (k�) ; (6)where �� = �12 for � hyperon with spin up/down (" = #). Notie thatin the spin saturated nulear matter onsidered here, U� does not dependon ��.To determine U� , we apply de�nition (2) of the � s.p. energy, whih wewrite in the form:U�(�� ; �+; k�) = EPOT(Z;N; 1�+)�EPOT(Z;N); (7)where EPOT is the potential part of E. In the more preize notation inEq. (7) we indiate that E depends on Z and N , and not just on A as thesimpli�ed notation in Eq. (2) might suggest. Instead of E(Z;N), we shalluse also an equivalent notation E(�� ; �� ).We split EPOT(N;Z) into three parts:EPOT(Z;N) = Epp +Enn +Epn; (8)where the three onseutive parts are produed respetively by the e�etivepp, nn, and pn interation:Epp = 12 X�1�2 m1<��Xm1 m2<��Xm2 (m1�1pm2�2pjK(���� )jm1�1pm2�2p)� exhange;(9)Enn = 12 X�1�2 m1<��Xm1 m2<��Xm2 (m1�1nm2�2njK(���� )jm1�1nm2�2n)� exhange;(10)Epn = X�1�2 m1<��Xm1 m2<��Xm2 (m1�1pm2�2njK(���� )jm1�1pm2�2n); (11)where �1(2) is the spin magneti number of nuleon 1(2).For EPOT(Z;N; 1�+) we have:EPOT(Z;N; 1�+) = ~EPOT(Z;N) + V�(�� ; �+; k�); (12)



Single Partile Potential of a � Hyperon in: : : 1857where V� is the � s.p. model potential:V�(�� ; �+; k�)=X�1 "m1<��Xm1 (m1�1pk����+jK(���� )jm1�1pk����+)+m1<��Xm1 (m1�1nk����+jK(���� )jm1�1nk����+)#; (13)and ~EPOT(Z;N) is the potential energy of nulear matter in the preseneof the �+ hyperon (with momentum k� and spin projetion ��). The ex-pression for ~E(Z;N) is the same as that for E(Z;N) , Eqs (8)�(11), exeptthat K must be replaed by ~K, the e�etive NN interation in the sys-tem of nulear matter plus the �+ hyperon (with momentum k� and spinprojetion ��).Combining Eqs (12), (7), (3), we may write V�R in the form:V�R(�� ; �+; k�) = V pp�R + V nn�R + V pn�R : (14)Expressions for V NN 0�R are the same as those for ENN 0 exept that K(���� )must be replaed by ~K(���� )�K(���� ), e.g.,V pp�R = 12 X�1�2 m1<��Xm1 m2<��Xm2 (m1�1pm2�2pj ~K(���� )�K(���� )jm1�1pm2�2p)� exhange : (15)The proedure of alulating eah of the three parts of V�R is similar,and we shall outline it in the ase of V pp�R. From now on, we assume that thee�etive NN interations K and ~K are determined within the Brueknertheory of nulear matter. We assume the simplest version of this theory,in whih pure kineti energies "N are used in the intermediate states ofthe K-matrix equation. This is the so alled low order Bruekner (LOB)theory. Thus the equation for ~K di�ers from the equation for K only by theappearane of the s.p. nuleon energies of the oupied states in the systemof nulear matter plus the � hyperon, ~eN (m1;2�1;2), in plae of the energieseN (m1;2) in pure nulear matter, whih appear in the equation for K. From



1858 J. D¡browskithe equations for ~K and K, one obtains (see, e.g., [7℄)[ ~K(�� ; �� )�K(�� ; �� )℄jm1�1pm2�2p) = X�01�02 k1>��Xk1 k2>��Xk2�K(���� )jk1�01pk2�02p) �1~a � 1a� (k1�1pk2�2pj ~K(���� )jm1�1pm2�2p) ;(16)where a = ep(m1) + ep(m2)� "p(k1)� "p(k2)~a = ~ep(m1�1) + ~ep(m2�2)� "p(k1)� "p(k2) : (17)Now we follow [5℄ and make the following approximations: First, weintrodue the expansion1~a � 1a ' � 1a2 ([~ep(m1�1)� ep(m1)℄ + [~ep(m2�2)� ep(m2)℄) ; (18)seond, we approximate the di�erenes in the s.p. energies by~ep(mi�i)� ep(mi) ' (mi�ipk����+jK(���� )jmi�ipk����+); (19)where i = 1; 2, and third, we apply the �rst iteration to Eq. (16), i.e., wereplae ~K by K on the right hand side of this equation.Now, we apply the above approximations in (16) and obtain an approx-imate expression for ~K �K whih we insert into expression (15) for V pp�R.In this expression for V pp�R, we introdue the total spin of the two protonsand its z projetion, sms, and also the total isospin and its third omponentTT3 2. In this way, we get after some algebra,V pp�R = �m1<��Xm1 m2<��Xm2 Xsms 1
 Z drd�j�MsmsT=1T3=1m (r�;���� )j2�X�1 (m1�1pk����+jK(����)jm1�1pk����+) ; (20)where �MsmsTT3m (r�;���� ) is the defet funtion of two nuleons with totalmomentum M =m1 +m2 and relative momentum m = (m1 �m2)=2 inthe spin and isospin state smsTT3. The relative position vetor of the two2 We use the onvention in whih the third omponent of the isospin of proton (neutron)is 12 (- 12 ).



Single Partile Potential of a � Hyperon in: : : 1859nuleons is denoted by r, and their spin and isospin oordinates are denotedby �. The defet funtion is the di�erene between the two nuleon wavefuntion in nulear matter  and plane wave �, � =  ��, and is determinedby K through the relation 1aK� = �, whih leads to the appearane of �in expression (20). Notie that plane wave states in our expressions arenormalized in the periodiity box of volume 
 3.Sine the integral R drd�j�j2 depends weakly on the nuleon momenta,we approximate it by its average value in the Fermi sea:Z drd� ���Msms11m (r�;���� )��2 ' Z drd� ���sms11(r�;���� )��2� m1<��Xm1 m2<��Xm2 Z drd� ���Msms11m (r�;���� )��2,m1<��Xm1 m2<��Xm2 : (21)With this approximation, we may write expression (20) in the form:V pp�R = �14��� Xsms Z drd�j�sms11(r�;���� )j2�m1<��Xm1 X�1 (m1�1pk����+jK(����)jm1�1pk����+) ; (22)where ��� = 4 1
 m1<��Xm1 = 2�3�3�2 = 2Z
 = �(1 + �� ) ; (23)where � is the density of nulear matter, � = A=
 = 2k3F =3�2 (kF is theFermi momentum of spin and isospin saturated nulear matter).From now on, we neglet the dependene of ��� R dr�j�j2 on the protonexess parameter �� :��� Z drd� ���sms11(r�;���� )��2 ' ��smsT=1; (24)where the �wound integral� in the state smsT , ��smsT , is��smsT = ��smsT (kF ) � �Z drd� ���smsT (r�; kF )��2 ; (25)where �smsT (r; �; kF ) = �smsTT3(r; �;�� ; �� )��=��=kF (notie that it doesnot depend on T3). The auray of approximation (24) is disussed in thenext setion.3 The essential steps in obtaining expression (20) are similar to those presented in detailin [7℄ (see also [5℄).



1860 J. D¡browskiWith approximation (24), Eq. (22) takes the form:V pp�R=�14Xsms ��sms1 m1<��Xm1 X�1 (m1�1pk����+jK(����)jm1�1pk����+):(26)Proeeding in the same way with V nn�R and V pn�R, and adding the expressionsso obtained to expression (26), we getV�R(�� ; �+; k�) = ���V�(�� ; �+; k�); (27)where the wound integral �� is:�� = 18 XsmsT(2T + 1)��smsT : (28)Eq. (27) leads toV0R(��; �+; k�) = ���V0(��; �+; k�) ; (29)U0(��; �+; k�) = (1� ��)V0(�� ; �+; k�); (30)and VxR(�� ; �+; k�) = ��� Vx(�� ; �+; k�) ; (31)Ux(�� ; �+; k�) = (1� ��)Vx(�� ; �+; k�) ; (32)where x stands for � . Expressions for V0 and Vx, whih may be obtainedfrom Eq. (13), are given in I.The proedure with V�R and V��R is similar, and the resulting expres-sions turn out to be idential with (31), (32). This means that expressions(31), (32) are valid not only for x = � , but also for x = � and x = �� .3. Disussion of the resultsIn deriving the simple relation between VxR and Vx, Eq. (31), we madean additional approximation whih for x = � has the form of Eq. (24). It isrelatively simple to estimate the e�et of the �� dependene of ��� negletedin approximation (24), and of ��� negleted in similar approximations usedin alulating V nn�R and V pn�R. This leads to the onlusion that the ontribu-tion of this negleted �� dependene to V�R is a few times smaller than ourontribution (31). We believe that this onlusion would not be hanged byinluding the �� dependene of R drd�j�j2 also negleted in approximation(24). Namely if we apply the single density approximation applied in [8℄,we may express this negleted �� dependene through the dependene of



Single Partile Potential of a � Hyperon in: : : 1861R drd�j�(r�; kF )j2 on kF , whih appears to be muh weaker than this de-pendene of � (see e.g. [9℄). For x = �; �� , the situation is similar.Our �nal result for the e�et of the rearrangement potential on theisospin and spin dependent omponent of the � s.p. potential in nulearmatter, expressions (31), (32), is very simple. It turns out that the simpleform of this e�et in isospin and spin saturated nulear matter, Eqs (29),(30), also applies in the ase of nulear matter with isospin and spin exess.The magnitude of the whole e�et depends on one parameter: the woundintegral ��. As was disussed in [5℄, �� is determined predominantly by atingof the hard ore in the S state of the interating nuleons, whih leads tothe result �� = 0:15 for the had ore radius r = 0:4 fm. Results obtainedwith soft ore NN interations are smaller. In general, values of the woundintegral onsidered in the literature are in the range: 0:15 & �� & 0:10. Here,we shall use the value �� = 0:15 alulated in [5℄.In Table I, we present the results for V0, U0, and Vx, Ux (for x = �; �,and ��). Results for V0; Vx are taken from I where they were alulatedwith the help of the YNG e�etive �N interation of Yamamoto et al. [6℄,whih represents the reation matrix K alulated in the LOB theory fromthe model D [10℄, model F [11℄, and the soft-ore (SC) model [12℄ of theNijmegen baryon�baryon interation. Also inluded are results alulatedin I with the help of the YNG interation obtained from the new soft-ore(NSC) model of Rijken et al. [13℄. TABLE IDi�erent omponents (in MeV) of U�(k� = 0) alulated at kF = 1:35 fm�1 withthe YNG interation obtained from the indiated models of the �N interation,and with �� = 0:15.x Model V0 U0 Vx UxD �13:1 �11:1 55.1 46.8� F 23.5 20.0 80.4 68.3SC �9:6 �8:2 31.0 26.4NSC �16:6 �14:1 �36:7 �31:2D �13:1 �11:1 66.8 56.8� F 23.5 20.0 72.3 61.5SC �9:6 �8:2 3.3 2.8NSC �16:6 �14:1 �40:4 �34:3D �13:1 �11:1 63.9 54.3�� F 23.5 20.0 95.6 81.3SC �9:6 �8:2 56.3 47.9NSC �16:6 �14:1 70.7 60.1
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